Library Transformation Plan

**WC LIBRARY**

2016-17 Update
Because we did such a large scale physical transformation in the 2015-2016 school year, our current focus was on filling in with details.
TECHNOLOGY

- Added 10 new laptops
- Added 20 new Chromebooks
- Will add TV w/ Chromebit to display announcements
GENRIFYING the fiction collection.
COLLECTION

WEEDING to raise average age of collection
Ordered books to support the Choice Summer Reading initiative
Collaborated with Science Dept

MAKERSPACE

to order new materials
Collaborated with AV teacher and students ordered a GoPro camera and Green Screen.
LIBRARY ACCESS

Collaborated with administration, PTA, and district to put in new stairs & sidewalk
STUDENT REQUESTS: QUIET SPACE

Tables in quiet zone to meet student requests
STUDENT REQUESTS: GAMES

Games are available during lunches and before/after school
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Partnered with ITS to offer PD to faculty